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Emil Nolde
The Strange Lady

Our deepest calling is to grow into our own authentic selfhood, whether or not it conforms to
some image of who we ought to be. As we do so, we will not only find the joy that every human being seeks – we will also find our path of authentic service to the world. True vocation
joins self and service, as Frederick Buechner asserts when he defines vocation as ‘the place
where your deep gladness meets the world’s deep need’. Parker J Palmer, Let Your Life Speak

Taco Marianus Christian Bay
Born 22 September 1933 in Beatenberg, Switzerland
Died 5 August 2011 in Überlingen hospital
(where Karl König also died 45 years ago)

On 9 August we celebrated the funeral service for Taco Bay in
the Emmaus Church of Überlingen. The light wooden coffin
was placed in front of the altar. A sea of flowers surrounded
it. One beautiful spray said from the friends of the Camphill
Community. On top of the coffin was a black wooden cross
with a green wreath which bore seven red roses. On the right
and left of the altar 45 priests in vestments accompanied the
event. The church was packed with friends and relatives from
all over the world. The music was played by a cellist of the
Überlingen congregation and a harp of one of Taco’s grandchildren. The ritual was celebrated by the Rev. Christward
Kröner and a worthy life story was told by the Rev. Andreas
Weymann. Afterwards the people were invited by the congregation for a simple lunch where many who had not met for a
long time could meet and exchange memories. The urn with
Taco’s ashes is allowed to be in the garden of the Lehenhof,
where many of the friends have found their last resting place.
A lot of cards, letters, messages and flowers have reached
me. They are so plentiful that I would like to thank everyone
for those with these words. I hope that you will have understanding for this. I have been greatly helped and comforted by
the many kind letters and wishes. Greetings to you all from Ita
Celebratory birthdays September–October 2011
Becoming 97
Betty Colville, Simeon Houses...................... 26 September
Becoming 90
Dorothy LeBar, c/o Copake USA..................... 6 September
Becoming 85
Barbara Thom, Ochil Tower..............................22 October
Becoming 75
Derek Jameson, Botton Village...................... 16 September
Francisca Schilder, Hermanus Farm.............. 25 September
Ute Schroeder, Newton Dee......................... 29 September
Carl Wolff, Copake...........................................21 October
Melville Segal, Camphill S.A/Orion..................30 October
Becoming 70
Grace Ann Peysson, Kimberton Hills.............. 7 September
David Wolfe, Newton Dee........................... 12 September
David Humphriss, Botton Village......................26 October
Any changes or additions please contact
sandrastoddard@gmail.com

Artists note: The painting on
the front and back covers were
painted by the great German
colourist Emile Nolde. They
come from the series of images he made after he had been
mocked by the Nazis at the socalled ‘Exhibition of Degenerate
Art.’ He was among the painters
whose work was removed from
the national galleries. He was
also forbidden to paint. These
pictures were therefore called
the forbidden pictures and
were painted on small pieces of
paper using watercolor. Nolde
was not allowed to buy materials and therefore had to even
use the back of other pictures
to make this work. He chose to
work in watercolor because if
he was raided it would not be
possible to smell the oil paint.
The black and white images in
the magazine are from a series
of graphic work Nolde made as
a print maker all through his life.

Diary of an Old
Innkeeper
I have written a fictional response to Rudolf
Steiner’s Calendar of
the Soul which anyone
is welcome to print and
read. It is in the form
of a diary which goes
through a year, week
by week, beginning at
Michaelmas. You can
download a copy by
visiting www.wiserthanweknow.com/mywriting. The title of the
work is ‘Diary of an Old
Innkeeper’. There are
about three pages per
week which you might
enjoy over the coming
year.    
Bob Clay,
Loch Arthur, Scotland

One Turn More, by Jenny Bradley

When Jenny Bradley read about the Camphill Correspondence’s difficulties with cash flow recently, she thought of a
creative way she could help. She has written a book about
her experiences in Camphill and how that influenced her
life. It is an engaging and interesting insight into Camphill
life and also in regard to some of the founding members. She
has offered to allow her books to be sold through the Correspondence, and all proceeds
would go to the magazine. If you
would like a copy of her book,
please let me know
(maria.mntn@gmail.com, or
write to me at 9 Robins Close,
Stourbridge, West Midlands,
DY8 2DG, UK) and I’ll send it to
you asap. The cost will be £5.00
+ postage and packing. Thank
you very much Jenny, both for
writing about your experiences
and for offering to help the Correspondence in this way!
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Festivals in Camphill: reflections at Michaelmas
Thomas Weihs, from The Cresset, Vol 16 No 4, Michaelmas 1970

N

ow the question arises: what about ourselves? Would
we celebrate festivals if we did not live with our
handicapped children? We are tremendously helped
in our efforts by the children, first, because they really
need it, but also because they are nearer to it. It works
much better with them. It does something for them, just
that which it is meant to do. It is not so easy with us. It
varies; there are always some who can intuitively really
enter into the celebration of such a festival. There are
some for whom in the course of repeated celebrations
something begins to shape out, to crystallize. There are
also phases where it is less positive; one feels completely
empty in spite of all efforts, experiencing no resonance.
But adults today must go on an individual path of conscious development to make contact again with that
basic experience of expanded consciousness in which
we are not separated from the world.
In community living the celebration of festivals is
very important and can be a true and essential help. It
must be understood as something that does not always
come naturally and it cannot be achieved if meant to
be self-realisation and nothing else. It can become the
frame for individual self-realisation, but that is a great
achievement and a great art.
Our celebration of festivals has yet another source
besides the need of our children and its value for community building (another task much in our hearts). It has
value in regard to our attitude to history, to the development in our own time. We believe that the trends in the
general development of mankind today need that people
consciously try to celebrate festivals.
History goes through phases. For a few hundred years
we have been in a phase of vast technical progress, and
just before there was a phase when nobody took any
interest in causes or facts, but only in values and meanings; the time of the alchemists, philosophers and saints.
Before the Middle Ages in Rome and Byzantium, people
were again much more interested in politics and facts
and causes, with all the ensuing technical advance. To
draw interest to the question of values and meaning in
a time that is one-sidededly orientated towards causes
and facts can be a service, and one that can be rendered
positively – not through criticism, but by the celebration
of seasonal festivals, in particular Michaelmas festivals.
There is another aspect in our present development
which calls to us even more urgently. In the course of this
century and more so as the century advances a change
has begun to take place in the mental or spiritual constitution of the human being. At the beginning of this century
man’s thinking was deeply imbued with his feeling and
his will, and while his motivation was never really free
from his feelings and thoughts this has begun to change.
An increasing separation of the three soul forces of thinking, feeling and willing is taking place, so much so that
thinking in particular has begun to sever itself both from
the realm of feeling and of will.
Severed from the bonds of feeling and will, thoughts
have soared freely up and away, and things have been
thought and constructed that had been considered quite
impossible even a few years ago. The entire development
of the last twenty to thirty years is the result of this sever-

ance of thinking. Thought goes on and on with never a
pause to look back and to ask: ‘Where does it lead me?
Do I really want that? Should I really do that? Should I really go this way? Is that right?’ But thought goes on. There
is no limit to what can be developed by human thought
and very few of the physical limitations prove absolute.
This has led to developments such as space-travel, atomic
energy and biological developments that are frightening.
Feeling has also begun to separate. Now we have
groups of people who go only according to their feelings.
They do not want to hurt anybody, they want to be nice.
They are afraid to do anything that could hurt or destroy
so they do…not really want to involve themselves; they
want to be independent, and not to use technical innovations, and it has become a gentle nightmare. This
is all inoffensive compared to the loosening of thinking.
The papers today are full of the third group, the…
people who hate both the establishment and the people
ruled by their feelings. They detest…anything that is
beautiful or tasteful. They want to fight, and they vandalize the trains after a football match, or ruin telephone
kiosks and the like. It is simply a severance of the will
that wants to be uninfluenced, unmitigated and feeling,
unhampered by thought. All this is not just bad; it is the
necessary development of man. We are meant to go this
way, to learn to free the soul forces but we are meant
to do it and not to suffer it. It should not just happen to
us, but we are meant to do it freely. There is a big difference in whether I have a pound less because I have
given it to somebody or because I have either lost it or
had it pulled out of my pocket. We are meant to learn to
let our thoughts go, to let our feelings go, to let our will
descend, but to be the masters, not the sufferers of it.
***
Why do we celebrate a Michaelmas festival? It is easy to
celebrate Christmas if there are many children around.
There is a wealth of tradition and of custom, a great deal
of literature and centuries of creative activity which we
can make use of. Easter celebrations are also rich in
tradition. But why just Michaelmas?
Michaelmas is an autumn festival which stands opposite the spring festival. In trying to put in front of one’s
mind’s eye the qualities of spring and of autumn, one
can see straightaway the polarity of becoming, of growth
and of spring, to the decay and dying in autumn… And
between spring and autumn are two forms of transition,
the summer and the midwinter transitions. There is a
kind of rhythmic interchange between that which brings
the world into a union, which mixes and mingles earth,
water, air and warmth into the revealed growth of the
summer, and the autumn which separates it into the four
elements – the earth contracts, water condenses, the air
is cleared and the warmth disappears, and it goes into
the complete separation of winter.
It is interesting that so far Christianity has only celebrated the way from the birth of mid-winter to the death
and resurrection in spring and finally to the Whitsun
event which is the beginning of the union of the earth
with the heavens. It is the reunion, the…reuniting of the
earth with the heavenly cosmic world. The tendency in
the past has been towards reunion. But our time had
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to turn its back on it. We go particularly in this century
into the separation, and to the extent to which we lost
our contact with the union we lose meaning and value,
and meaningless advancement is made. We fly to the
moon and do not know whether we wanted to go. We
are building ever faster and bigger aeroplanes…it must
be done simply because it can be done…it is all driven,
it happens, because our time has not found appropriate
ways to understand itself.
We cannot hope to return to the union because we can
never go back, but must learn to go forward. One attempt
at going forward is not to leave behind the union we have
lost, to forget about Christmas, Easter and Whitsun. A
true and more hopeful attempt is to add something, to
create anew. Religion cannot be maintained as a reality
if it is only looking back to traditions.
The attempt to balance the spring and Easter festivals
by an autumn festival can become a first effort towards
this new phase. There have been autumn festivals in the
past. One of these has been an Adonis festival where the
god was lowered not so much into the earth as into the
sea in autumn to be raised again in spring, documenting
thereby his unison with nature, a truly Greek mode of
experiencing oneself as part of the created world, as the
great divining creature.
We do not experience ourselves any longer like that,
but rather as alienated from the world. The world is the
other, the non-I, because we are wresting ourselves away
from being only a creature, and to become conscious
of our own nature as creator. The Words, ‘the Father
and I are One’ are words of unbelievable magnitude. It
means what it says: I, the Son of Man, am the Godhead.
Therefore the death and resurrection of Christ is placed
into the spring festival. Unlike all previous death and
resurrection celebrations which descended with the
autumn and rose with the spring, the death of Christ is
placed into the spring celebration, and holds in it the
seed of resurrection. But it still stands in the glory of the
world created in oneness.

We go from the spring festival towards the autumn, facing
how the unison separates, goes over into separation, how
meaning and value separate from causes and facts, and
how physical and spiritual part company. We realise this
in consequence of the Christ event in which death was
overcome by resurrection, learning to understand that
man’s thought arises out of the death process in nature. My
thinking, my consciousness, my clarity, are not the result
of my abounding natural life but exist in me because a
part of that natural life dies, sinks down and my thought
arises. My thought is the result of the separation, the stepping out and leaving behind, arising in the experience of
my inner polarity, that while I live I am yet dead. A real
understanding and approach to the Michael nature of the
new autumn festival of the Christian era is bound up with
our experience of the death and the resurrection of Christ.
We still do not know how to celebrate such a festival.
We have had several hundred years to learn how to celebrate Christmas, and even more time for Easter, the older
of the two. We will need time, and efforts made over
and over again to learn how to celebrate Michaelmas.
In September 1924, when Rudolf Steiner was already
very ill, he spoke in his last address about quite different
matters. Before closing he brought up this question in
a most intense way, saying that if men would begin to
institute Michael autumn festivals, these festivals would
become the wellspring, the foothold for a new healing
impulse in the development of our age. And in a way
which is probably not yet sufficiently convincing, we
try every year anew to achieve some celebration of this
festival, in an effort to help our children, to strengthen
the substance of our community, but perhaps mainly in
a very modest effort to make a contribution to the needs,
to the innermost problems of our time.
Thomas, a doctor, was from Vienna and was one of
the founding members of Camphill. He died in 1983.
This article has been contributed by
Heidi Reinardy, Clanabogan, Northern Ireland

The healthy social life
Remco van der Plaat, Moscow, Russia

I

n the social life of an anthroposophical setting and
in Camphill in particular, verses are often used on
different occasions such as mealtimes and meetings.
Through the verse one tries to direct the feelings, will
and thinking of those who are gathered together to
something that contains an expression of the common
experienced aim or meaning of the gathering. If such
meetings take place regularly the concentration on such
content becomes a rhythmical process. In this way it
enters a realm which lies deeper than the momentary
soul experiences. Together we build a common spiritual
ground which we share, which connects us on the level
of the life forces that carry the connection through time.
It becomes shared life. But on this deeper level its working becomes less conscious; it creates an atmosphere,
an identity, through which we recognize one another as
belonging together.
With this in mind, the question of the content of the
verses becomes important, as they have such a power-
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ful effect and influence on everyday life. One of these
verses which is often used has been a close companion
of mine for a long time: the verse by Rudolf Steiner called
the Motto of Social Ethics. While living in Russia and
wishing to use the verse for our training course I had
a long struggle with a Russian friend to find the right
translation into Russian. We tried to find a translation
which not only rendered the content of the words, but
also would convey the mood which I experienced in the
original German text.
I first heard the verse in the English translation in a talk
held by Rüdiger Grimm on the meeting of the Movement
Group this year. Considering the importance of verses
in our life I would like to comment on this translation,
as I think that the mood of this verse could be expressed
more accurately. In addition, I think that the thoughts on
the translation which follow here give an additional point
of view for the discussion about the relation between
community and the individual. The German verse is:

Heilsam ist nur, wenn
Im Spiegel der Menschenseele
Sich bildet die ganze Gemeinschaft;
Und in der Gemeinschaft
Lebet der Einzelseele Kraft.
The English translation:
The healthy social life is found when
In the mirror of each human soul
The whole community finds its reflection;
And when in the community
The virtue of each one is living.
I do not wish to go into all the details of the translation
but would like to highlight some central concepts. The
first is the word ‘reflection’. This concept follows logically from the word ‘mirror’. In the German verse Steiner
uses however the word ‘bildet’. The English words which
come close to this are ‘to form, to create’. This gives the
first half of the verse a different mood. Reflection has a
more passive character; what is there is simply reflected.
‘Forming, creating’ implies an activity. One has to build
up something within oneself.
Rüdiger Grimm pointed to the fact that in the verse a
central polarity is expressed in the words ‘bildet’ and
‘lebet’ (‘built’ and ‘live’). With the word ‘reflection’ this
polarity is lost.
In English in the second line of the verse we find: ‘each
human soul’. The word ‘each’ points to a group of people
who are in one or another way gathered in a community.
The German original does not have this inference. It

speaks of ‘der Menschenseele’ (‘the human soul’), which
addresses the soul of the individual participant in a community. Also through the word ‘each’ it is indicated that
the healing effect of the attitudes expressed in the verse
is only there when all members of this community build
up the whole of the community in their soul. In this way
it exerts an emotional power over each individual to do
this. When one speaks of the human soul it becomes
more objective, more like an invitation to take part in a
process like a free act of the individual.
In the last line of the verse I would like to draw attention
to the word ‘virtue’. According to different dictionaries
this means: a good moral quality in a person, or the
general quality of goodness in people. In the German
verse Steiner uses the word ‘Kraft’, which means in relation to a person: strength, power, energy. As such the
word Kraft does not express a relation to specific moral
qualities. The English verse calls upon the individual to
take care that only the virtues stream into the community. The German verse leaves the individual free in this
respect. But it may be expected that ‘good may become’
in harmony with the content of the motto. This expresses
the core of Steiner’s concept of morality, as laid down in
The Philosophy of Spiritual Activity. There is no decision
on the moral quality before you act, but one lives out
in the act one’s own soul content. An act will become
good if it is done out of love.
And then there is the German word ‘Einzelseele’, a
typical Steiner language construction. We find the part
‘Einzel’ for example in the word ‘Einzelgänger’, which

Fishing steamer, Emil Nolde
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means loner, maverick, or lone wolf. In the German
language the prefix Einzel refers to a separate part,
taken out of wholeness, and looked upon as something
in itself. The English translation says ‘each one’. About
the word ‘each’ I have already mentioned and the same,
even stronger, could be said here. Again the individual
is only taken as part of a whole and should act as all the
members of the community act. Through the word ‘virtue’ the emotional pressure on the individual becomes
even stronger.
To give a variation in English of the last line, which
has the same strength as the expressions Steiner uses
one could say: ‘And in the community the power of the
individual is living’. If one finds this too strong an expression one could change the word ‘power’ into ‘strength’.
As a conclusion one could say that in the English
translation, compared to the German original, the role
of the community is overstressed, and the role of the
individual is expressed too weakly.
At this point we come to an important question. If the
individual is to be set free within the community how
can the wholeness of this community be secured? In
the verse the solution for this problem is hidden. It is
connected with an additional theme in relation to the
organization of social life which I usually call the balance between social abilities and social structures. The
more socially able the participants of a community, the
less structuring will be needed. And of course the less
able the participants, the more structure will be needed
to create a wholeness out of the individual actions.
In Camphill communities one sees the striving to build
social life as much as possible through the human connections and to have structures, rules and the like as
little as possible. In this case the hidden aspects of the
verse should however be observed.
The first part of the verse calls on the individual to be
active in getting to know and recreate in oneself what
goes on in the community. This is the side of social ability, how far one is able to develop an interest that goes
further than one’s own life. This has a structural complement in the community: the life in the community

provides the possibility to get to know what is going
on. There should be places (meetings) where one can
acquaint oneself with all that is happening in the community, and one should have the right to take part and
to receive this information. It usually works as poison in
a community when it appears that certain information
is hidden.
The second part of the verse also calls for a balance
between the individual and community. On the one
hand the strength of the individual should be available.
On the other hand this strength should ‘live’ in the
community. It should find its way into the community,
become part of it.
On the side of the individual this demands the ability to make initiatives acceptable to the others. It is not
enough to start to do something on your own. The people
around you should see in this something of value. Only
then it becomes a strength that lives in the community.
On the side of the community however a clear, organized approach to how initiatives can be presented to
the whole or a part of the community is needed. This
is the structural side. Usually certain meetings are created for this. The attitude of people taking part in these
meetings will be decisive for the stimulation or hindering of the inflow of the strength of the individual. Are
initiatives welcomed and valued, do they receive space
for development? In communities which have already
existed for some time and have their established way of
working, this might meet with difficulties. The result can
be a lack of initiative of individuals and a drying out of
life in the community.
I will not give a possible new translation for the verse,
as I think that this can be better done by one for whom
English is the native language. Maybe in the next edition
of the Camphill Correspondence there will be suggestions.
Remco has lived and worked in
Cairnlee House, Aberdeen, and in Christophorus.
He has been active in Russia since 1993, and is now
involved in the development of the Camphill impulse
in founding the new Camphill village Chistie Kluchi.

Reflections on preparing to leave Camphill
Dr Joan Platford, Camphill Milton Keynes, England

W

hen I first came to Camphill in Germany (Föhrenbühl) in the late sixties, I was singularly ignorant
about the Holocaust, and the fact that trials of ex-Nazis
were still taking place in Germany during the sixties,
and indeed long after that also. I later learned much
more about that era, and the effect of the Holocaust and
Nazism on the German psyche, from Gitta Sereny’s book
The German Trauma.
It was not until I went to medical school in Bristol in
1977 and was given a book on Mengele that I began
to learn about the Third Reich and its terrible consequences. This developed into a preoccupation, so that
I now have a small library on the subject. My interest
and concern expanded further when I got to know Professor Gene Feder whose mother, a doctor in later life,
survived Auschwitz as a young girl. Gene lost most of
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his family in the Holocaust, and remembers a childhood
where images of cattle-wagons were an integral part of
his imagination.
Gitta Sereny describes an experience on a station
platform in Germany after the war where she had a kind
of vision of the transports of Jews to the East. I too had
such an experience once for a few seconds, standing
on a station platform in the Black Forest. One cannot
easily explain such experiences. Later I became more
fully aware of Hitler’s programme, hidden and deceitful, to rid Germany of children and adults with learning
disability and mental illness, a horrifying episode in the
history of that country.
Out of this terror arose the Camphill movement, as a
tiny seed of goodness in the north of Scotland. It has now
spread all over the world in an attempt to bring healing,

fulfilment and community into the lives of children and
adults with learning disability and mental health problems, as well as those co-workers who commit themselves to it for shorter or longer periods, or even for life.
The unswerving belief of Dr König and the early group
that all children could be educated and become whole
and fulfilled adults, was a seed in the realm of ideas that
has slowly and quietly grown and permeated the whole
sphere of social care and government policy, without being fully acknowledged as such. One has to remember
that this belief was quite revolutionary at the time of the
beginning of Camphill. Even over the last twenty-five
years of interviewing prospective Camphill residents I
have frequently heard parents say they were told their
child was ‘uneducable’, though thankfully such stories
have become rare. I have also heard many times how
a young person with learning disability has blossomed
and flourished in a Camphill college community where
he or she was recognised, heard and accepted at last.
Dr König’s Good Friday Play is the work of a visionary.
It is on one level a picture of Hitler’s programme to rid
the world of human beings with ‘defects’. It is a picture
of what happens today to many people with a learning
disability who do not have a supportive community
around them. In my Delrow interviews I have heard so
many stories of loneliness, of bullying, even of abuse. It
happened just recently in Winterbourne, Bristol where
the hospital and the Care Quality Commission allowed
terrible abuse to continue for too long.
I shall never forget our drama teacher’s production of
the Good Friday Play a few years ago. It was a project

working with our young co-workers, and it moved many
in the audience to tears. It was preceded and ended
with the haunting ‘Song of Songs’. The music for this
song was written by Mikis Theodorakis, and the text is
a poem by Iakovos Kambanellis, a Mathausen survivor,
who died earlier this year. It belongs to Theodorakis’
Mathausen Cantata.
Theodorakis wrote about this cantata:
First and foremost, of course, the Mathausen Cantata
is addressed to all those who suffered under Fascism
and fought against it. We must keep the Nazi crimes
continually in our minds, because that is the only
guarantee and the only way to assure they are not
repeated. And we can see every day that the ghost
of Fascism is far from being laid. It seldom shows its
real face, but Fascist cultures and mentalities exist all
over the world. For us who had to live through this
time of horror, the most important task is to protect
our children against this peril.
How horrifying and poignant are these words in the light
of Anders Breivik’s recent deeds in Norway.
I hope and pray that Camphill will be able to continue
to create community, small centres where the opposite
principles to those of fascism can be consciously put
into practice. The threat of Neo-Nazism seems to be
growing again in our world. The principle of love and
acceptance of all human beings whatever their mental
abilities, race or creed needs to be continually nurtured
and upheld. Camphill communities, amongst many
others, have tried to do this, if only imperfectly. I fear
that the forces of materialism, ‘weight and measure’

Forest children, Emil Nolde
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and bureaucracy about which Rudolf Steiner spoke in
his lectures to young doctors (Easter course, lecture 4,
Dornach, 24 April 1924, in particular) may overwhelm
and destroy the fundamental attempt to create community of which Dr König spoke in his article, The Three
Essentials of Camphill, 1965.
Steiner said to the young doctors: ”We must not merely
think abstractly about the world, but realise that when we
send out our thoughts the heart must be there as well. We
must understand these forces of the heart which entwine
themselves around the thoughts; we must understand

once again how to use the staff of Mercury.” It is no
accident that the core meditation of the Camphill inner
community is the ‘Warmth Meditation’ which was given
to the young doctors during this course, and concerns
the conscious development of the forces of the heart.
Joan is a part time GP in East London.
She lived in Föhrenbühl from 1968-1969,
The Grange from 1973-1977, and
Camphill Milton Keynes from 1985 to the present.

A different perspective on football
Johannes Surkamp, Ochil Tower School, Scotland

T

his article was written in response to a remark quoted
in Anthroposophy Worldwide No 4/11, stating that
Steiner had not explicitly spoken against football. I am
offering this to the Camphill Correspondence because I
feel that this aspect, as with so many others important
to Karl König, have been forgotten or his motivation has
not been understood.
First, is it not pointing to Rudolf Steiner as an authoritarian and dogmatic figure – even with a negative reference
to him – by saying “if he did not explicitly say anything
against football, it must be all right”. This strikes me as
regrettable. Are we not meant to independently carry on
with what he has taught us? I owe two strong memory
experiences to two of his pupils having done just this.
The first memory goes back to 1949 when I attended
one semester at the Priest Seminar of the Christian
Community in Stuttgart. The group of students were in
conversation with their tutor, Gottfried Husemann, about
football. His perspective made a deep impression on me.
He pointed to the historical origin of medieval soldiers/
mercenaries who kicked around the head of a beheaded
opponent in order to insult him.
Husemann described the human head as created in the
image of the whole cosmos. All celestial bodies take on
the form of an orb. Husemann then proceeded to speak
of the globe of the earth having become the Body of
Christ and with this recognition impressed his students
to develop the necessary reverence.
Strangely, during my own youth in Nazi Germany, I
never came across football. Following all the same basic
rules, our teams played handball.
My path led me to Camphill in Scotland. There Karl
König’s view was applied practically: there was just
no playing football. This was during the 1940s to the
1960s. The reason was not, as modern researchers are
inclined to present König, because he was authoritarian.
His co-workers accepted his cogent argument, based
on his deep insight into the human being in tune with
Rudolf Steiner’s science of the spirit and his avowed
therapeutic impulse.
The human being is threefold: with his legs and feet he
is connected to the gravity of the earth; with his rhythmic
system of heart and lung, also his arms and hands, he is
related to his environment and socially to other human
beings, and beyond this, to the orbiting planets; with his
head he reflects the world of the stars in his own thinking.
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Man’s unique uprightness connects what is above, what
is around and what is below him. This insight awards
special significance to the union of head and heart as
the core of humanity with the virtue of conscious giving
and receiving as a social being: ‘In giving and receiving we learn to love and be loved; we encounter the
meaning of life, the mystery of existence’. (Anonymous)
This brotherly attitude prevailed in Camphill in contrast
to the horrors inflicted between adversaries during the
Second World War.
In football training and games, the attention is directed
to the lower extremities. The kicking as a gesture shows
disregard, whereas the raising of arms and hands in
prayer always signified devotion to higher beings. Goethe acknowledged three forms of reverence: to what is
above, what is around and what is below the human
being. These insights informed the Camphill co-workers
and motivated their actions.
Football is accompanied by many unpleasant and
socially divisive factors. Firstly, we observe that football
has become the foremost cultural factor and is taking
the place that religion once had. Secondly, the game
has become a casino with multi-millions to be gained
by the winning team and club. Players are bought and
sold by their clubs for millions of pounds. The gains can
be compared to the bankers’ bonuses. A player can earn
in a year more than a busy professional in a lifetime!
The football fans express their nationalistic or religious
allegiances often in drunken fanaticism and in aggressive
and destructive excesses which claim days and hours of
police involvement. Subhuman instincts are provoked
and entertained. The media sees them as unavoidable,
a kind of lateral damage, while sociologists agree with
Freud who described aggressive instincts as lurking in the
unconscious which need to express themselves. Yet all of
this is based on the self-asserting competitive principle
which is based on Darwin’s ‘survival of the fittest’ doctrine, in contrast to mutual help. This shadow surrounds
and accompanies football, especially in its organised,
commercial and cultural form. Only by focussing on the
truly human qualities of the individual will a different
perspective arise.
Johannes has been a founder member of and was
actively involved in the Camphill places in central
Scotland, Camphill Scotland and the Association.

Reflections on social pedagogy and Camphill essentials
Vibeke Alfred, Rudolf Steiner Schools Aberdeen, Scotland

R

ecently a Stage One student in the BA in Social
Pedagogy program (BASP) used the following quote
from Huxley to highlight the importance of morality as a
basis for working in the life space: “If people would only
realise that moral principles are like measles – they have
to be caught, and only those who catch them can pass
them on.” When conducting research on meeting the
spiritual needs of people with a learning disability, John
Swinton, professor of Divinity at Aberdeen University,
highlighted the importance of carers being “who you are
and that your values prioritise true love for and interest
in the person with a disability as a human being.”
My reason for making this my starting point is that the
values and attitudes of co-workers/carers based on moral
principles provide a common base for both social pedagogy and Camphill essentials. This takes its beginning in
society. Karl König highlighted that the aim of Camphill
communities is “to serve the true image of the human
being wherever it is threatened or in danger of being
distorted.” Similarly social pedagogy aims to provide
and improve individual and social welfare.
At the Camphill Schools in Aberdeen, with other communities, we have moved from the traditional Seminar
in Curative Education to a partnership with Aberdeen
University creating a BA in Curative Education; and
since September 2010, a BA in Social Pedagogy (BASP).
Many questions have arisen related to this move to social
pedagogy. What if any are the differences? Is it not what
we have always aimed to practice?
At the launch of the BASP in September 2010 Mark
Smith, our external examiner, suggested that we should
not speak about one social pedagogy but of social pedagogies. Our degree still remains essentially the same,
giving attention to an anthroposophical understanding
of the human being, while also including a wide range
of other theories and approaches.
A starting point could be that just as Camphill is a
therapeutic life sharing community based on trusting
relationships, similarly there is also an emphasis in
social pedagogy on building trusting relationships, on
the pedagogue being a participant rather than a ‘service
provider’ or the professional who holds the power and
knowledge.
As König highlighted, curative education is not only
a science, not only a practical art but also a human
attitude. Mark Smith suggests that social pedagogy
is essentially a practical task, not just describing and
explaining social phenomena but acting on them to
achieve change.
A strong emphasis on values and attitudes and on the
authenticity of the worker is found in both curative education and social pedagogy. Steiner also emphasised this:
“You have no idea how unimportant all that a teacher
says or does is on the surface and how important he is
himself.” Recently a student asked me “What is morality?” and “What is beauty?” The ensuing conversation
made me reflect on many years as a housemother in
Camphill. Beauty is as the saying goes in the eye of the
beholder, however in a community setting there are
many eyes. I realised therefore if something was done
with meaningfulness and devotion, I would find it beau-

tiful. For example a new co-worker picked flowers for
the living room. They were not necessarily beautiful in
my eyes but the important thing was that she had done
this task with great care and devotion.
Steiner instilled in the first curative educators the following attitudes: on the one hand they must develop
‘devotion to the detail’ in regard to body, soul and spirit;
on the other hand they must inwardly become ‘dancers’, be flexible in their approach at all times. Recently a
former co-worker who is now a successful businessman
wrote to me about devotion to detail:
I wanted to give you feedback on what an impact the
time in Scotland had on me. After school I was not sure
if I wanted to do something social e.g. a teacher or if I
wanted to become a manager. As you know I studied
economy and engineering after having the ‘social experience’ in Scotland – and I continued on that path.
A few years ago I found out that indeed it is possible
to combine both even if that is not very common. I
am having fun in developing other people. When
others say that they learned their leadership skills in
the army, I can respond “and I have my foundation
in Camphill”. I am still surprised how I can apply so
many things I learned from you in my business life.
When you told me about ‘the devotion to the details’
I never thought that it can take the same devotion
when you are running a project. But the people are
surprised if someone is not only planning the physical stuff but also considers the personal needs of the
people during the implementation.
This is a small example but certainly every week if
not almost every day I am thinking back. Even with
our children we use the ‘little tricks’ – we have also
established our rhythm in the day, the week, the
year etc.
What has been experienced as an attitude or approach
can be part of transforming society. Steiner time and
again calls this a seed for social renewal which can
unfold in unexpected ways. Whereas the outer manifestations may change, the inner meaning remains. I often
heard Thomas Weihs, one of the pioneers of Camphill,
say that whereas the Camphill Schools in Aberdeen is
officially for children, it is even more so a ‘school’ for
adults, for many more pass through.
In 1965 König wrote an essay called The Essentials
of Camphill. I wondered how these relate to social
pedagogical essentials. He describes Camphill as a plant
where the essentials are the flowers and the fruit only
visible when the ideals of Camphill are strong enough.

The first essential
The first essential is about unfolding potential. König
speaks about the importance of recognising the eternal
being in each person. Similarly Katie Marshall from the
National Resilience Centre in Minnesota emphasises
that carers must believe that human potential though not
always apparent, is always there waiting to be discovered
and invited forth; the importance of seeing children ‘at
promise’ rather than ‘at risk’. Korczak also suggests that
‘you have to learn to trust children’s capacities and possibilities – everything else follows from there’.
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The second essential
König maintained that as co-workers we develop ourselves, are open to learn, to change, to reflect, and that
we must ‘kindle’ our creative forces. He reminds us that
faith the size of a mustard seed can move mountains. In
Camphill, mutuality in terms of learning has always been
important. Whereas we may be the carers, we learn from
those we care for, they lead the way. In social pedagogy
knowledge and understanding underpins practice rather
than a reliance on policies, risk assessments etc.
Similarly König was rigorous about co-workers widening their knowledge and understanding. College
meetings and lectures were held to offer this opportunity. These led in 1949 to the founding of the Seminar
in Curative Education. Within social pedagogy as in
Camphill there is also a strong emphasis not only on
outer but also on inner education, self knowledge and
reflective practice.

The third essential
“That a healing environment, a social womb, is created
where the person with complex needs can live, learn and
thrive”. (König) When I first read about life space theory,
I immediately thought of König’s social womb. Within
the life space as within a Camphill household a balance
is sought between caring for the physical environment,
devotion to the detail with rhythm, rituals and relationships (in other words the soul needs) and the values and

attitudes of all who share the life space, the spiritual
needs, and the search for a meaningful existence. In
defining the social womb, which according to König is
the basis for a Camphill community, he uses the ideals
from the French revolution: fraternity, equality and liberty.
The realm of fraternity
König maintained that co-workers should not draw a
salary – “when work is paid it is no longer a service”,
and “paid love is no love”. Swinton also mentions
this, suggesting that people with a disability do not
appreciate having paid befrienders. However in today’s
Camphill, many co-workers are employed or have a set
allocation of funds. Only a few live by the original ‘trust
money’ idea. But perhaps it is rather about one’s inner
attitude and values to the work rather than money? Is
social pedagogy likewise primarily a vocation rather
than simply a job?
The realm of equality
This realm concerns individual rights. According to
König “everyone’s voice must be heard”, “co-operation
and togetherness” is important – and here mutuality
is also at the fore, in terms of “giving and receiving”.
The realm of liberty
Here König speaks of ‘privacy’ – private needs and
interests will be different for each person; however it

The freeport of Hamburg, Emil Nolde
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is important to have both freedom as well as responsibility in mind. In social pedagogy it is important for
the carer to be able to meet unpredictability, to be a
‘dancer’. There is a picture of a person entering an unknown room on the cover of a Danish book on social
pedagogy (Rothuizen). My BASP colleagues agreed
this picture is a good image of how we would wish
our graduating BASP students to be, to have the inner
qualities and abilities to enter an ‘unknown room’.
Michael Luxford, a Camphill co-worker, suggests:
You will not be able to help unless you are willing
to step into the uncertain territory of not knowing
whether you can help. This dilemma is particularly
apparent at the outset of work in curative education,
but will always be present as you can never be certain
of any particular approach.
In Being Human König emphasises that “anyone who
really wants to be effective in this field knows that
there are no set rules on how to do things in curative
education. We must always be innovative and creative
in relating to each child or adult, otherwise it does not
work.”
To summarise I have attempted to explore some of
the ideals and essentials of Camphill. As König himself said, they are not always visible. Currently many
communities struggle to survive with pressure from
without as well as from within. Some may feel that
social pedagogy entering the field of curative education
and social therapy will bring even more uncertainty.
Personally I believe that it enhances and compliments
the essentials of Camphill and can be a great help in
building a bridge into the future.
To conclude, I will return to morality. Garfat, a lecturer
in Canadian youth and child care work, talks about the
importance of the worker being able to ‘hang out’ in
daily life and ‘hang in’ when the going gets tough. David Akinsanya, a journalist who was in care throughout
his childhood wrote something similar.
I feel lucky to have grown up in care during the
1970s and 1980s. I was placed there as a baby and
was labelled ‘unfosterable’ by the time I was ten so
I spent my time in a small residential unit and later
in a community home with eighteen teenagers. In
those days being a social worker was more of a calling than a career. Social workers didn’t move on and
up as often as they do now. My social worker Jenni
Randall started working with me when I was eight,
and when she finally moved on she insisted that we
remain in touch. Our relationship would be frowned
upon today; she would be accused of blurring the
professional line. But it was this relationship that
saved me…She supports me to this day.
I would like to end with a poem I use for teaching as
it captures the essence of both social pedagogy and
Camphill essentials.

If I were a bomb
Ready to explode,
If I have become
Dangerous to your life
Then you must take care of me.
You think you can get away from me,
But how?
I am here, right in your midst.
(You cannot remove me from your life)
And I may explode
At any time.
I need your care.
I need your time.
I need you to defuse me,
You are responsible for me,
Because you have made the vow
(and I heard it)
To love and to care.
I know that to take care of me
You need much patience,
Much coolness.
I realise that in you
There is also a bomb to be defused.
So why don’t we help each other?
I need you to listen to me.
No one has listened to me.
No one understands my suffering,
Including the ones who say they love me.
It is the TNT
That makes up the bomb.
There is no one else
Who will listen to me,
That is why I need you,
But you seem to be getting away from me.
You want to run for your safety.
The kind of safety
That does not exist.
I have not created my own bomb
It is you.
It is society.
It is family.
It is school.
It is tradition.
So please don’t blame me for it,
Come and help;
If not I will explode
This is not a threat,
It is only a plea for help
I will also be of help
When it is your turn.
From Call Me By My True Names,
Thich Nhat Hanh, 1999, Parallax Press, Berkley.
Other references are available from the author.

Vibeke has lived in Camphill Schools Aberdeen
since 1976 and has been a housemother for thirty years. She is now a foster parent and has been involved with the
Seminar in Curative Education and the transition into BASP for twenty years.
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Social work, social farming, working with biography

Introducing a member of the Karl König Institute: Alfons Limbrunner
Richard Steel, Berlin, Germany

A

long with our friends from Aberdeen (Robin Jackson
et al) Alfons was one of the first to take up the challenge of contributing to the Karl König Institute, which
is still in its beginnings, promoting research on many
levels and encouraging projects to further the work and
intentions of Karl König.
As social worker and lecturer at the Protestant College
for Social Work in Nuremberg for many years, Alfons has
had contact with anthroposophical institutions and has
read much of Karl König’s works. Amongst many publications about social themes he wrote a very interesting
book in 1993 about Waldorf social work, reviewing
all areas of social work covered by anthroposophical
ventures. In 2002 he wrote an article for Karl König’s
hundredth birthday about König and Adalbert Stifter.
Since about 2003 he has been interested in developing
‘green social work’ and joined the European research
and action group for social farming.
With his background we invited him to be part of the
work we were doing with Karl König’s lectures, essays
and notes on farming. The year 2010 saw this volume
(Landwirtschaft und Gemeinschaft) get published in
German with some new material and re-worked notes
from agricultural conferences (we hope to translate it into
English soon). After writing this, it became obvious that
Alfons is too deeply involved with Karl König’s work to
leave it at that. Since then he has set up his own business,
supervising, counselling and coaching on biographical
and organisational levels. Due to his interest in biography he has now taken part in re-publishing biographical
essays König wrote about personalities involved in the
time leading up to Rudolf Steiner’s birth year, 1861. The
following essay evolved out of this work. In English the

title of this new volume will be At the Threshold of the
Modern World and is due in October 2011. Simon Blaxland de Lange has done a wonderful job of translation.
You can also check up on our website; there you can
find more about and by Alfons Limbrunner, who is at
the moment very involved in practical social work at the
German Camphill Village Hausenhof.

www.karl-koenig-institute.net/heilpaedagogik.htm
www.karl-koenig-institute.net/naturwissenschaft.htm
www.karl-koenig-institute.net/newsletter.htm

1861 and the man of the middle: a study by Karl König of a special year
Alfons Limbrunner, Erlangen, Germany
The year of Rudolf Steiner’s birth is in many respects a significant nodal point in the history of
nineteenth century Europe and the wider world.
The most diverse waves of historical events meet
there as in a pencil of rays, flowing together again
and forming a fascinating panorama in which past
and future meet.

W

ith these words Karl König introduced the essay
‘Vor hundert Jahren – Zur Phänomenologie des
Jahres 1861’ (A Century Ago: A Study of the Year 1861),
which first appeared in the journal Die Drei. By immersing himself in the historical context he sketched the prevailing mood of that time, which can also be discerned
in the paintings of Adolph von Menzel, who depicted
the middle and upper-middle classes together with the
working class as an emerging social group. On the basis
of his knowledge of Steiner’s Historical Symptomatology,
König described the spiritual antecedents of that phase
and the failure to reach beyond the liberal ideas that
arose in the 1840s to new social and political forms.
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In 1861 Wilhelm I became King of Prussia, after his
brother Friedrich Wilhelm IV, who considered himself
to be one of the last kings to rule by the grace of God
but who died in a state of mental confusion. At the time
there was also the idea that eventually ‘every human
being will be included in the status of divine right
and acknowledged as such’. With Friedrich Wilhelm
IV the heritage of classical Romanticism came to the
end, and with the deaths of Alexander von Humboldt
and Schopenhauer ‘the last bearers of a spirituality
for which the second half of the century seemingly
no longer had space vanished from the scene’. In the
same period that witnessed the unification of Germany,
the gradual collapse of the Austro-Hungarian Empire
was beginning.
In March 1861 Tsar Alexander II proclaimed his manifesto for the emancipation of the Russian peasants from
the yoke of serfdom. It is said that Ivan Turgenev’s stories
moved the ruler to tears and gave the moral impulse for
the deed of emancipation. Not only the peasants but
also the lords of the manor themselves were at that time

actually at the mercy of an over-preponderant feudal
order. They were all living in an ossified, patriarchal
understanding of the world, where the feeling for what
it is to be a human being had come to a grinding halt.
The Civil War in the United States had come about
for similar reasons, although in completely different
circumstances. The deeper reasons for this dispute,
which did not only have to do with the question of
slavery, also lie in the battle between the incipient
industrialisation of the North and the feudal landowners of the South.

Whitehead, Steiner, and Tagore
In the essential core of the essay, he writes about three
special children who came to the world in the springtide
of this year. These were the Englishman Alfred North
Whitehead (1861-1947), the Austrian Rudolf Steiner
(1861-1925) and the Indian, and future Nobel Prizewinner Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941).
In the west, in Central Europe and in the east there
appear the representatives of an epoch which only
now, a hundred years later, begins to manifest itself
in its tragic greatness. Whitehead is a physicist, mathematician and philosopher. Steiner is a philosopher,
seer and modern scientist of the supersensible. Tagore
is a poet, singer, educator and reformer.
In the perception of the doctor, curative educator, universal scholar and founder of the Camphill communities,
it is as though the three regions of the earth, standing as

they do before far-reaching decisions, would seek to find
an idealised expression in these three representatives:
In Tagore and Whitehead the mighty contrasts between east and west become clearly manifest. For the
one there exist only objects as they are encountered
and discovered through events. What results is not
an individuality but a ‘boundary’, and God can be
seen as the highest ‘irrational limitation’. For Tagore,
on the other hand, personality is everything. In it nature comes into being and passes away; objects are
abstractions of an ill-formed understanding, which
endeavours to comprehend what is incomprehensible but can nonetheless be experienced. God is the
all-encompassing reality, with whom man can be
wedded as a person.
And finally:
The only bridge that can establish a connection
between these two worlds is the spirit of central Europe. The form in which Rudolf Steiner has grasped,
recognised and transformed this spirit forms the arch
bridging the gulf between west and east. The concern
of Rudolf Steiner, the man of the middle, is the forming of a conception of one’s own ego.
The legacy of the boy born on 27 February 1861 in
Kraljevec amidst the kingdoms of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire, under the name of Rudolf Joseph Lorenz Steiner
– the man of the middle and much else besides – continues after one hundred and fifty years to be thought and
spoken about in many places in the world.

Chernobyl and Fukushima: what can one do against radiation?
Guy Cornish, Föhrenbühl, Germany

T

wenty-five years ago in the days following the accident in Chernobyl a nuclear cloud passed over
Europe. At the time very little was reported about this,
perhaps to prevent panic. After all, what can one do
against invisible, intangible radiation?
In those days at the end of April 1986 we had a
performance in the Sheiling School, Thornbury by the
Ashdown Eurythmy group. The centrepiece of the programme was a long poem by T.S. Eliot from Murder in
the Cathedral. Again and again we heard the refrain:
‘Clear the air! Clean the sky! Wash the wind!’ and one
could sense how artistic eurythmy has the possibility to
transform the spiritual quality of the air.
The following night I dreamt that I was in a city in Russia doing eurythmy with a group of lay people, and I was
told, ‘Against Caesium 137 you should do the eurythmy
gestures for the planets’. Caesium 137 has a ‘half-life’
of around thirty years.
I have pondered on this for many years and it seems
to me that the planetary gestures are working in the
realm betweeen the soul and the body of life forces
(ether body) and can strengthen the latter. The same
would apply to the Soul Exercises. They are described
in the fifth lecture of the Curative Eurythmy Course but
belong to the realm of hygenic eurythmy which anyone
can do. The excercises work mainly with polarities; yes/
no, sympathy/antipathy, reverence-A, love-E, hope-U.
As with Chernobyl, the truth about the meltdown in
Fukushima is only beginning to trickle out three months
after the event. Against the deadly plutonium which un-

dermines the basis of the physical body, I could imagine
that zodiac gestures and the related consonants might
be helpful. In any case eurythmy is a powerful means
to strengthen ourselves against the invisible forces of
radiation.
In Das Goetheanum (14 May 2011) Anna Cecilia Grünn
described how an atomic power station appears to
clairvoyant vision. It has a wide-ranging effect on the
elemental world. She also describes how Christian
elemental beings work to counteract the damage. She
suggests that our thoughts and creativity are able to help
this situation.
In June a priest of the Christian Community, Dr. HansBernd Neumann (who is also a nuclear physicist) gave
a lecture. He described the situation In Fukushima as
very critical. There are enormous and difficult technical
problems which must be solved to prevent an explosion.
He estimated that only around Christmas 2011, if all
goes well, will the crisis be over. What can one do? The
short answer, he said, is to pray. Pray that the people
responsible will find the right ideas to get the situation
inder control. He described the altar and the Act of
Consecration as a source of life-giving force and love,
the exact opposite of the deadly life-destroying radiation.
Whatever we can do to strengthen the religious life may
help to swing the balance in the present crisis.
After finishing the eurythmy training in Botton,
Guy lived in Thornbury. For the last twenty-one years
he has been in Föhrenbühl.
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Obituary
Eva Koch

W

July 4, 1918 – May 15, 2011

syth also shared his birthday with Eva for
hen Eva was thirty years old she
more than forty years. It was remarkable
met anthroposophy. At the age of
that Mark was at Eva’s funeral on May
thirty-three she became interested in
18, and then on May 23 he also suddenly
curative education. In the year of 1956 I
passed away. Did he want to be a further
met Eva in Aberdeen Camphill. Both of
companion to travel with Eva together
us had a dormitory of children in need
into the other world?
of care. Barbara Lipsker was the houseHere is a beautiful verse by Rudolf
mother and Hans Heinrich Engel one of
Steiner, a mood in the sign of Cancer
the doctors of the Camphill School. Eva
(July); which expresses Eva’s spiritual
and I, both being Germans, often came
being.
together in the evening. It was also at that
time a matter of course that one would
You resting, luminous glow,
partake in the seminar. We were a large
Engender warmth of life,
group and Dr König had decided that the
Enwarm the life of soul
two years of seminar would be extended
To meet with vigour each test
to three years. Eva and a few others
And permeate itself with spirit
completed with the two years and she
In quiet light outstreaming.
joined the Grange Village Community in
Eva
You luminous glow, gain strength!
England, while I carried on for three years
and worked later on in the schools. But throughout those
Eva passed away in May in the sign of the Bull which will
years to come, our inner connection to the Camphill
lead her further into the future with this verse.
community always remained as a strong inner bond.
Even when I went in 1991 to Germany to care for my
Shine forth, oh glory of being
mother, Eva would come every year for a visit. It was
Reach into the power of becoming,
there that she once said, “Sonja in ten years’ time you
And weave the thread of life
will come to care for me.” Well it took only five years.
Through worlds imbued with being,
When my mother had peacefully passed away I received
Into mindful revelation,
a phone call from Lisa Steuck, saying that Eva was havInto radiant life-awareness.
ing difficulties with her balance and could I come to be
O glory of being, appear!
with her. I had travelled with Eva to India, to Africa and
so I agreed to join Eva in 1999 in Northern Ireland, in
My gratitude goes to Mourne Grange Community, who
Mourne Grange. During those twelve years, being her
made it possible for a wheelchair car to bring Eva four
close friend, I became more and more a carer to Eva. But
times a week to her beloved Mourne Grange in the last
our old ideals of Camphill remained as a memory like a
years of her life.
strong bond, which never will be forgotten!
With love, Eva’s friend and companion,
Eva’s birthday was on July 4, American Independence
Sonja Elmquist, Mourne Grange, Northern Ireland
Day. On this day one of our special villagers, Mark For-

Other friends who have died
Alan Cais died peacefully on St John’s Day in his room in
Simeon at the great age of 97. Alan was born in Austria,
but grew up on the Isle of Man with his mother. In Sunfield Children’s Home he met Heather who became his
wife for over 63 years. After Clent, they lived in turn in
Stourbridge, Newton Dee, Thornbury and Botton before
returning to Newton Dee, raising a family as they went.
Alan was a skilled woodworker and designer of furniture
and toys, and his workmanship can be found in many
Camphill and Christian Community centres. Alan and
Heather enjoyed a long retirement together in Newton
Dee surrounded by many of the gifted people with whom
they had decided to work for the rest of their lives.
Heather moved to Simeon in 2005 and Alan came
every day to be with her. Then in June 2006 Alan also
moved to Simeon shortly before Heather died. Alan
continued to live life to the full, participating in daily
life in Simeon until just a few weeks ago. Even as he
was confined to his bed in his last days, he managed to
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show his sense of humour and gratitude to those who
cared for him with a smile and a wink of the eye. He was
accompanied by his daughter, Louise, and son, Edward,
in the days leading up to the crossing of the threshold.
Jeannie Carlson
Our dear friend Brendan Doyle passed the threshold in
Wexford General Hospital at around 3pm on Wednesday 20 July. Brendan was 65 years old and had lived in
Cloonagh House for most of the whole time he lived in
Camphill Duffcarrig. Brendan joined the community in
1993. He was a hard worker who enjoyed making his
contribution through assisting with cooking, hanging
up laundry and in later years working in the Weaving
Workshop. He also very much enjoyed painting and
drawing and was one of the artists featured in Duffcarrig’s Tara Group Exhibition in 2007.
Brendan’s health had been declining for a couple of
years due to heart issues. He was very ill when admitted

to hospital in early July. He rallied a little in the middle of
his hospital stay but then further medical complications
meant that he began to slip away again. He was due to be
released back to Duffcarrig for palliative care on the day
he died but while waiting for the ambulance transport
his breathing changed rapidly. It was much shallower
and more relaxed in his last hour and at the end was
a gentle letting go. His sister Caroline and sister-in-law
were by his side when he peacefully passed away.
Mike Hailey
We have the very sad news that an individual who lived
at Thornage Hall and then moved into the wider community died of cancer on Wednesday 6 July after being
diagnosed a year ago. Lady Sallyanne Shirley, age 53,
died peacefully at her sister’s home in North Norfolk.
Sallyanne was one of two daughters of Lord and Lady
Ferrers. Lord Ferrers has long been a patron of Thornage
Hall. Sallyanne lived at Thornage Hall for several years
and then moved to live independently in the nearby
village of Holt. She continued to come to Thornage on
a daily basis for day services on the land until last year.
Sallyanne had a vitality which everyone who knew
her could never forget. She developed a close friendship with Guy P, a tenant at Thornage Hall, who was her
boyfriend for several years. She will be missed by Guy,

all the Thornage Hall land team and everyone who knew
her at Camphill Communities East Anglia.
Sharon Harvey, Office Secretary, for and
on behalf of Mrs Helen Saunders, Director of Services
Tom Wollensack, a friend of many of the co-workers at
Coleg Elidyr going back to the early eighties, passed away
quite suddenly after he suffered a stroke last Wednesday
morning.
Bjarte Haugen
Taco Bay died just as the day started, at twelve minutes
past midnight, twelve minutes into the new day of 5
August, 2011. His wife Ita was with him on one side,
and his daughter Frances on the other side. This was in
hospital, in Germany. Taco was born on 22 September
1933, and would have been 78 next month.
With great sadness we announce the death of Markus
König, who crossed the threshold peacefully at 7.50pm on
17 August 2011. He was 47 years old. Markus had suffered
a serious illness and, since February, was lovingly cared
for in Poole Hospital. He was the grandson of Karl König,
and a son of Annemarie and Christof König. Markus and
his family have lived at Sturts Farm Community for the past
seventeen years, strongly upholding the Camphill impulse
and that of biodynamic agriculture.
Claudia Weis

News from the Movement …and beyond
Appeal to save anthroposophical medicine
Cathie Green, Kidderminster, England
Dear Friends,
I write to you as a community to ask for your support
in working together for the future of anthroposophic
medicine within the U.K. When PAFAM (Patients and
Friends of Anthroposophic Medicine) was formed in
2003 it was clear that our task as human beings is to
stand in support of the medicines. The time for this is
clearly now. The government is on the verge of removing the Public Licenses of Right for the anthroposophic
medicines. If this happens you will no longer be able to
go to the chemist/health food store and buy any more
than ten or twelve anthroposophic remedies.
For the full information on this subject please go to
the Anthroposophic Health and Social Care website
www.AHaSC.org.uk or www.pafam.org.uk where you
can read all the relevant information on this subject.

What can PAFAM do?
This has led me to consider how at PAFAM HQ we can
bring more awareness of the importance of joining our
association. It will be the voice of PAFAM as the representative organization for the users of anthroposophic
medicines that is key in this whole process. You may
think that as you are not at present in need of, or a user of
anthroposophic medicine that this is not an organization
you need to support. However it is a strong membership,
the voice of each person who has a living commitment
to anthroposophy that will count. If you believe in the
philosophy of which the medicines are a part, please add
your voice and your name to our campaign.

I have come up with an idea of how all groups including schools/Camphill/anthroposophic organizations can
help. For the benefit of anthroposophic medicine, every
member of Camphill/Steiner Education puts their name
and community address in support of PAFAM. The community itself would pay either an annual fee of £10.00
or an annual donation to PAFAM thus enabling all of
the community to become members.

How would this work?
The community can send in their donation/payment
with a list of their community members (once they have
agreed). We would then communicate with one key
person from that group mailing our bi-annual newsletter
to them for sharing with the group. It is your voice that is
needed to ensure that the medicines you choose to use
remain available and it is NOW that we need to hear it.
Everyone who has a connection to anthroposophy will
I hope want to support the actual medicines and ensure
their continued existence.
We are a volunteer led organization.
To contact me:

Tel: 01562 632360, 		
mobile: 079 743 90197;
email: cathiegreen@blueyonder.co.uk

35 Franche Road  
Wolverley, Kidderminster,
Worcs England, DY11 5TP.
We hope to hear from you.
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To be truly human in community is an artistic process:
Camphill Dialogue 2011, Sylvia-koti, Finland
Peter Bateson, Oldbury-on-Severn, England

T

he ninth triennial Camphill Dialogue took place this
year in June in Sylvia-koti, Finland, with the title
“What are the essentials of Camphill and how do they
find expression?” The heading could not have been more
timely and pertinent! It also felt timely and appropriate
that we would be discussing this theme together with
non-resident board members who continue to give such
vital and valuable support to Camphill out of their own
commitment and dedication.
Since the early years of Camphill Dialogue some voices
of board members have sounded from time to time, asking for the ‘veil of protection’ to be drawn back from the
inner impulses and ideals of Camphill and for something
truly at the spiritual heart of Camphill to be shared more
openly. I particularly remember several occasions when
Kevin O’Kelly, a long-standing and very dedicated Irish
board member with his own deep personal spiritual
and religious orientation, stood up in the Dialogue and
sounded this call.
Sadly, he did not live to see it, and I thought of him as
a kind of guardian angel for this Dialogue in Finland. I
thought in advance, “This is it – the time has come!” but
actually the experience proved to be only a first step, a first
opening up, and I think (and hope) that it will be next time
in Soltane, USA, in 2014 when the real and long-awaited
opening up and mutual recognition will take place.
Many of the ‘old guard’, those who so faithfully for so
many years put so much energy and commitment into
the process of the Dialogue, were no longer with us. To
mention even one name would be to do an injustice to
all the others who have carried this impulse. And so we
had a whole new crowd, albeit with many familiar faces
interspersed (mainly Camphill co-workers).
The speakers were Prof. Steve Baron, Udo Hermannstorfer (Ways to Quality) and Kate Skinner (Chair of

Lunch time at Sylvia-koti
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Camphill Scotland), paired with Camphill co-workers
Michael Luxford, Wanda Root and Richard Steel respectively, covering the three sub-headings of The Image of
the Human Being, Social Renewal and Seventy Years of
Camphill. In each case the pairing was very harmonious,
giving well-balanced perspectives and some valuable
insights. The bulk of the time was spent in group work,
facilitated by a mixed bunch of group leaders, and it
was generally experienced to be a very effective and
enlivening way of working together.
For me the whole Dialogue was a wonderful experience (my sixth) and I could go on to write chapters about
it, but in a nutshell the outcomes were as follows:
• Camphill can see a clear direction into the future
– there are many tasks to be done, many needs
still unfulfilled and many new tasks awaiting us.
• Responsibility must be based on personal leadership and accountability – the readiness of each
one to ‘stand up and be counted’ and the readiness of the community to be led by the common
vision and responsibility of all concerned.
• The vital necessity of nurturing good and healthy
inter-personal relationships, both one to one and
in our work together in groups.
• The great challenge to share our core values
with all those who are genuinely interested and
connected to the Camphill impulse and its manifestations.
• The great challenge to develop and maintain
an active sense of partnership and brotherhood
based on trust and understanding in all our work
and interaction with non-resident board members
and all other supporters and friends, not least
parents and relatives. (For me this was the reality
in which we live throughout the actual Dialogue
meeting in Finland).
•“To be truly human in community
is an artistic process – a social art”
(quoted from Wanda Root’s deeply
moving and heartfelt contribution).
I found this last statement to be the
most relevant and potent of the whole
Dialogue, forming a seed of new potential for Camphill itself which is of the
uttermost importance for the impulse and
its future. Our community is the world
– and how are we going to learn to be
truly human within it? This is an exciting
challenge with which increasing numbers of Camphillers are now actively and
positively engaged, living and working
outside the familiar centres of the movement. Could I suggest a new motto for
us – “Social art is the new social care”.
Rudolf Steiner’s Fundamental Spiritual
Law warns against a mature organisation
turning in upon itself, or rather failing to
turn outwards to the world. Is this not a
clear and present danger faced by Cam-

phill communities right now in many different ways?
Whether we live in a boundaried community or not, the
first priority for all of us, it seems to me, is to look afresh
at everything we do in the light of our relationships to
the other person, our encounter face to face, ego to ego,
which is the source of healing in our time, and the space
in which the Risen Christ can at any moment place his
hand in blessing.
There was a powerful and joyous sense of togetherness
in this Dialogue, more than ever before. It was brimful
of new meetings, openness, recognition and friendship,
never forgetting the seriousness of the challenges that
face us. There was also a lot of music, joy and laughter.
And dancing – the Finnish folk-dance company simply
blew us all away with their spectacular performance.

Dialogue is thriving and full of life – and we can all look
forward to Soltane 2014. Sadly, this time a few regions
were almost entirely lacking in representation by nonresident board members – England & Wales, Republic
of Ireland, Netherlands and Germany, and the numbers
from North America were markedly reduced. This is a
serious issue, which reveals a lot about the prevailing
state of affairs in Camphill. I for one very much hope that
this can be turned around again in the next three years.
Our warmest thanks are due to the team in Finland who
organised such a fantastic and successful event, ably led
by Maria Sannamo. It was a great experience, and will
have a profound and long-term effect.
Peter is the Development Co-ordinator
for Camphill Foundation UK and Ireland.

Camphill Dialogue 2011 – a personal diary
Sandra Armstrong, Windlesham, UK

T

here was an introduction by Matti Wirtta (Sylvia-koti)
who opened the Dialogue by welcoming everyone
and explaining how the format of the forthcoming days
would look. This was followed by a presentation given
by Maria Sannamo (also Sylvia-koti) who spoke in Finnish with an English translation. She explained that the
theme involves two questions: “What are the values of
Camphill and where can we see them manifest?” Words
and deeds belong together. Values are choices, which
are manifested in deeds.
After a very enjoyable supper we were entertained by
a professional young lady musician, a specialist in the
traditional Finnish kantele, a form of lyre or harp, which
was really beautiful. The music she played showed the
versatility of the instrument and she played with such
feeling. This was followed by a wonderful performance
by Sylvia-koti co-workers and residents of The Green
Snake and the Beautiful Lily with profoundly meaningful
and beautiful imagery.
I attended a presentation by Michael Luxford and Michael Evans, where they presented a document which
they and others had worked on
for two years, concerning the
status of volunteer co-workers
in Camphill communities. The
document is called Camphill Coworkers – Three Perspectives, in
three sections:
• The Community of Coworkers – Developing Ethos
• Community and
Organisation – In Dialogue
• The Organisation and
Individual Co-worker –
Making Agreements
This is a document to be worked
on. It spoke to me of Ways to
Quality.
We joined various working
groups: how do we embody our
values in the statutes/articles/
bylaws of our legal forms?; role
of the Board in the context of

leadership, governance and management, conflict management, fund raising, sharing of experiences; Boards:
composition, recruitment, training and development;
Camphill in society; the role of the Board in quality
management and working with governments to develop
policy and our public presence.
I chose ‘Camphill in society’ which was led by Matti
Wirtta and we had many very interesting discussions. We
each had to draw how we could see Camphill in society
and then explain what we had drawn. This brought forward many different pictures and ideas about how we
could see Camphill’s task changing and where Camphill
might be going and what society might expect from Camphill. These discussions followed through both Thursday
and Friday and we mainly stayed with the same group.
On Friday evening Peter Bateson hosted a social extravaganza, involving many people and bringing forth
many hidden talents, which made a very pleasant evening. This was followed by a truly wonderful display of
Finnish folk dancing, many of the dancers being staff
children. They have performed in many different coun-

Finnish dancers at the Dialogue
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tries and next year they hope to go to China. It was a
very spectacular and professional demonstration enjoyed
by everyone. There were many youngsters from the three
Finnish communities who joined us for this social occasion and joined in the fun.
I attended a most enlightening presentation called
Storytelling as Healing Art, given by Ulf Nilsson. The
group who attended had great fun with the workshop
that Ulf gave and we came away very impressed by the
impact that the art of storytelling has and the influence
it can have in learning to listen to one another and to
laugh together.
On Sunday a few of us visited the other two communities, Tapola and Myllylahde, and were made very
welcome by both co-workers and residents. We were
able to have a tour round the communities and were
treated to coffee and Finnish delicacies in Myllylahde
and lunch in Tapola – a very relaxing day after the intensity of the conference.

I felt it was a very worthwhile experience and I enjoyed
every minute. Many thanks to the Camphill Foundation
UK and Ireland for supporting me in such a wonderful
opportunity.
Sandra and her husband Alan
have been close friends, colleagues
and supporters of Camphill for over twenty-five
years, first as parents to their son Peter, who was
at different times in William Morris, Templehill
and Camphill St. Albans. Sandra and Alan served
with dedication for fourteen years on the Local
Management Committee of Camphill St. Albans,
and have both been deeply connected to and
active in Camphill Dialogue since the beginning.
In the week before Palm Sunday this year they
were admitted as members of the Camphill
Community. Sandra is a long-standing Trustee of
Camphill Foundation UK and Ireland.

The experience
Camphill Youth Conference at The Mount, June 11–13, 2011
Tayo Paul Adenusi, The Mount, England

I

t was inspiring to see young people gathered together
during the youth conference, sharing their experiences
in Camphill communities over the past year and exploring the impact living in community has had on their lives.

A moment of fun at the Youth Conference
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At the conference, we realised that although we as
young volunteers came to Camphill with the aim of
supporting people with special needs, the case has been
the same for us as well. Before joining the Camphill
movement, many of us had no clue as to what
life might hold for us, and we had no idea about
what to contribute to the world we live in; even
simple things like household tasks seemed difficult for some of us. Therefore, the changes we
came to see did not only happen in the lives of
the people we are helping but also in our lives
as co-workers.
The youth conference was organised and fully
supported by The Mount Community. Fifteen
communities from the U.K and Ireland with 78
young volunteers were in attendance. During the
conference, there were moments of celebration
and reflection on our experiences as young people living in communities, and the lectures were
very inspiring and eye-opening as well.
The first lecture was by Gill Brandt (The Mount),
which addressed the spiritual essences of Camphill. She asked how we can maintain the Camphill ethos in some of our communities which
are fast becoming an enterprise. There were also
questions about how a Camphill community
could survive in a society that is anti-Christianity,
since the Camphill ethos is built around the Christ
impulse. And all the questions were answered
satisfactorily. The second lecture from Tom Burns
(Thornbury) was more on learning from the experiences of Camphill life and how they relate
to our lives outside the community.
During some of our friendly conversations,
many concerns were raised about some Camphill
communities where the Camphill ethos is gradually fading away as a result of the strong influence

of the regulatory authorities. We also identified that,
although Camphill communities need the regulatory
authorities to survive, it is important to find the balance
between what our ethos is and what the authorities are
expecting from us.
The conference did not end without some fun activities.
One of the activities was to put ourselves into groups, to
write a short poem about our experiences in Camphill in
the past year. One of the poems was as follows:
Far away from here
We came into a new place
Different faces, different races
Coming together hand in hand
Working for the same aim
Friendship, fun and work
A new purpose for life
Our true essence gives birth
When the end is near shall we laugh or cry?
Things have changed; we will never be the same
We keep the experience!
We also encouraged the participants at the conference
to write up comments about their experiences and the
event. Here are few amongst many:
I am very grateful that I joined this coming together of
people from all over the place. It was such a beautiful
and inspiring experience to meet so many different
people and to share our ideas. It made me feel that
this spirit can really move something and bring about a
great change. Thank you so much for making this event
possible.
Co-workers, Oaklands Park, England
I think ‘The Experience’ was the perfect theme for the
youth conference, because we did not only have totally
new experiences during the weekend, we also shared
our experiences from our communities. It felt like we are
a big family because we all experienced similar things.

Thank you for this really nice weekend and for all the
work behind it.
Jana, Botton Village, England
I think it was really good to meet other people from so
many different places. But it was a pity that so many coworkers at the event were from Camphill communities in
England, it would be more interesting if more co-workers
from Scotland and Ireland would come along.
It was good to see how creative all the co-workers
from other communities were and what they are doing
to make every day nice and special for our residents.
Next time, I think it would be nice to have more time
to hear more about other communities. There was not
enough time for everyone to share properly.
All in all, I really enjoyed the weekend and all the different games we played, and it was really good because
we got to know each other in our group in the end, they
were really creative. I liked the way you cared about us;
the food was very nice although it is difficult to cook for
so many people. Thank you for everything!
Romy, Milltown Community, Scotland
We ended the conference with a session of medieval
folk dancing led by Sabine Hope, The Mount; it was
the moment when we all expressed our heart to heart
feelings towards one another.
Our gratitude goes to all the communities that supported us with all kind of vegetables, food substances
and money. We have no doubt that the conference has
been a blessing to everyone that attended and the various communities where they came from, likewise to The
Mount. We look forward to more events like this taking
place in the movement in the near future.
Adenusi Tayo Paul spent two years at Hermanus,
South Africa, as a teacher and acting/assistant house
coordinator. In August 2010 he moved to The Mount
as a trainee co-worker to further prepare him for the
challenges of establishing a Camphill community in
his home country of Nigeria.

Review
Discovering Camphill:
New Perspectives, Research and Developments
Edited by Robin Jackson
Paperback, 336 pages, Floris Books
ISBN 9780863158117
Review by Bob Clay, Loch Arthur, Scotland
I would like to dedicate this article to Vitus Werthmann
who died three years ago, on 27 August 2008. None
of us managed to write a full appreciation at the time
of this man whose life in community was one of ‘being
there’ when and where he was needed.       Bob

T

he editor Robin Jackson tells us that the purpose of
this book is to ‘focus on the findings of research on a
number of Camphill communities; and secondly to identify and explore political, social and educational issues
and trends that are likely to affect the long-term future
of such communities’ (p18). In this review I would like
to give you a sense of the range of the contributions and
to show how the issues raised through research – both

as findings and through the research activity itself – help
to get to the essence of Camphill. I will use ‘Camphill’
as a shorthand to embrace the activities and inspiration
of the Camphill movement.
Manuela Costa in her exploration of the unrecognised
burden of Camphill’s history captures the nub of why
these two stated purposes of the book are both fraught
with difficulty and, also, interesting: Camphill in its
conviction, its ‘celebration of the individual and of
difference’ had ‘a parallel conviction, which was that
one needed to change the world’. Honouring these two
convictions meant that ‘it would be necessary to create
a mini-world on its own’ (p51). The nature of, and reaction to, this ‘mini-world’ animates both the research, and
the process of feeling our way into the future under the
influence of wider social trends.
Mark Smith in his attempt to root the work of Camphill
within the whole history of social welfare in Scotland, is
able to identify and describe Camphill’s high ideals in
the very everyday experience of human relationships,
a field both difficult to research and vulnerable to the
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dead hand of rational analysis: ‘Throughout its existence
Camphill has held on to the conviction that caring is a
moral rather than a bureaucratic activity and that helping must be on a human scale’ (p153). He is optimistic
about the future, believing that this attitude is catching
a current tide in social policy, and a similar optimism is
found in Claire Cameron’s clear and enthusiastic essay
on Social Pedagogy. This name, Social Pedagogy, is unfamiliar to most of us, but several contributors recognise
Camphill as having been practising it for seventy years
even if it was not given that title. The unfamiliar term,
pedagogue, is needed because ‘pedagogues would see
relationships in terms of presence, or
‘being there’’(p160). This presence is
immediate, but not easily measured, or
made more efficient. It is about relationships ‘based on shared activities and
understandings’ (p165) and is a culture
of reflective commitment in which as
one contributor to Claire Cameron’s
research puts it, ‘you are not afraid of
saying when you have made mistakes’
(p162). How does making mistakes go
down with those who control ‘political, social and educational issues and
trends’?
We begin with something lofty and
universal, ‘that immortal individuality
which is present in every single child’
(famous words of Karl König quoted
by Chris Walter in his contribution on
questions of identity and disability).
We can then follow how an attitude of
‘reverence and respect’ is generated by this sense of ‘the
unaffected untouchable spiritual aspect of each child’
(p109/110) (quotation from Judith Shapiro’s research
focusing on children with autism). Reverence then
becomes manifest as that clear, mundane identity of
Camphill as ‘providing care for people for whom they
hold and demonstrate positive regard’ (p299) which Kate
Skinner and Stephen Baron see as a real strength in their
wide overview of past and future in the last chapter of the
book. We move between high ideals and the everyday.
In so doing Nils Christie, for one, is adamant that people
in Camphill are creating something valuable but not
measurable or tangible: ‘something of the atmosphere,
the flow of daily events, myriad of encounters, hopefully a majority of them good…the process is the goal’
(p193). We are directed here to human relationships,
‘the encounter of a self with another self…the gaze
from eye to eye between two personalities’ – another
well-known quotation from Karl König which Angelika
Monteux and Norma Hart use to end their account of
the development of higher education in Camphill. It is
this encounter which research will have to respect and
which pressure from social policy can stifle. The gaze between people connects back and up to Camphill’s more
universal ‘struggle against the dehumanising tendencies
in contemporary society’ (p129) which Chris Walter
points to as he raises the question of whether this deep
concern about contemporary threats to the full humanity
of the child can overemphasise individual vulnerability.
This might lead carers to have an unrecognised personal
investment in those they look after staying pure and vulnerable agents of healing. ‘König develops his view of
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the mutuality in the relationship between adult and child
to the extent that the child with disabilities appears to
almost have redemptive qualities’ (p130). Here is a very
tender area of concern in the caring relationships within
the ‘mini-world’, a concern which Camphill has always
needed to treat with honesty and discretion. Mutuality is
to do with creative acceptance not passive dependence.
There is, understandably, a lot about boundaries and
how and why they are maintained and crossed in this
book. For Judith Shapiro it is the boundary ‘in which
healing takes place’ (p114). Both Roy Brown as a researcher from outside Camphill and Andrew Plant from
within are among those contributors who
are interested in, as Chris Walter puts it,
‘the gradual dismantling of firm boundaries between the community and others’
(p134). Andrew Plant, recognising that
‘the power of the communities has been
the power of the relationships between
its members’ (p286) wants that power to
spread beyond the mini-world we began
with: exchange, engagement, dialogue,
collaboration are his hope. For Chris
Walter the dismantling of boundaries
is connected to ‘an increased emphasis
on children’s competencies’ (p133) and
this emphasis on the skills and sense
of personal control exercised by each
individual is at the heart of Roy Brown’s
perspective on inclusion: ‘the person with
a disability has to be in the driving seat.
There may be an instructor and passengers, but, as far as possible, the driving
has to be turned over to the person with a disability’
(p256). For Roy Brown the exercise of choice is essential
to the goal of personal development. His image is clear
and is in tune with his promotion of clarity in organisational structures, clear distinctions between personal
and professional value systems and between those who
are clients and those who are providing support. He is
concerned with the individual’s ability to ‘pursue and
achieve goals in major life settings’. Community life
involves exclusion from normal life and his underlying
question is always ‘how one moves from internal work
on the campus to work outside’. He is acutely aware
of the boundary. This is a world both amenable to, and
open to be moulded by, research and analysis.
For Nils Christie, Camphill (in his case adult communities) is essentially not about progress and training. He
says if the role of goals and ‘if the role of client collapsed,
then the professional role would also collapse. Then
only ordinary standards of life would be left’ (p202).
He describes a Camphill community as being ‘real life,
maybe extraordinarily real’ (p195). That qualification,
‘extraordinarily’, is opening up the difficulties of understanding and comparing the mini-world of Camphill. He
tries to characterise the reality (and we are back with the
quality of relationships): life in Camphill ‘accentuates
individuality and also to some extent eccentricity…[it
is] a system where differences between individuals are
allowed to develop and where individuality reigns…
[but] not accentuating any split between me and you,
between us and them’ (p198). Individuality becomes the
fluid currency of community life: this is not the driver
of a rigid vehicle; this is a dancer in the dance. The

contribution by Nils Christie is now over twenty years
old. The book from which it is taken is, in my opinion,
the liveliest and thoughtful exploration of Camphill
ever published, but is it now a historical document? I
think it deserved a more up to date companion piece
in this book. In the attempt to overcome dichotomies
such as ‘carer’ and ‘client’ he sees Camphill as offering
something of wider social significance. His book, from
which his contribution is taken, ends with the sentence:
‘In the end we might find it beneficial for most of us to
live in social forms considered particularly suitable for
the exceptional people’. This is another kind of redemptive quality; we have returned to the twin concerns of
the individual and the wish to change the world that I
began with.
For Nils Christie Camphill is a venture determined to
avoid clear divisions, explicit behavioural values and
focused goals. We are in the territory of the distinction
highlighted by both Claire Cameron and Mark Smith
between social work that is to do with rationality (and
rationing), case management, ‘care as mere duty’, and an
emphasis on care as ‘relational work’ (p159) that is to do
with ‘benevolence, sympathy and community’ (p153).
Nils Christie sees the essential value, in Camphill, of
those who would elsewhere be leaders, and in a separate
management stratum, as staying ‘close’ – ‘if they were to
forget the norms of care and tender concern, they would
not be in a position of leadership. The chances are also
great that they will not forget, being so close’ (p190).
This involvement of all in the everyday life has been an
important and distinctive Camphill value but it has had
the perverse effect of reducing Camphill’s presence and
credibility in the circles of policy makers.
Kate Skinner and Stephen Baron see an enduring aspect
of Camphill’s identity in the way they ‘work through
co-workers and people with special needs sharing lifespace’ (p297)…co-workers literally live in the same
house as residents, so they sleep, eat and spend leisure
time in the same house’ (p298). I wonder how elastic
the concept of ‘sharing life-space’ is. The commitment
of the social pedagogue to ‘being there’, which I have
already noted, is not usually going to be in the more
total realisation of sharing a life-space that was the
Camphill norm. Nils Christie, in another context, is
challenging, without being hostile or dismissive, about
the value of ‘paid friendship’. What are the political,
social, economic and cultural factors which affect the
relationships between people who are hoping to allow
individuality to flourish? Does the social pedagogue’s
commitment to ‘developing and sustaining authentic
and meaningful group and individual relationships’
(p160) need or avoid structured and explicit systems of
support? Is this the ‘communal life…without other goals
than life and understanding’ (p203) which Nils Christie
values? These are some of the questions raised but not
explored by this book.
How do you grasp, research, protect such a vague
and precious quality of life as experience? ‘Living in
community is a far deeper and more complex social
experience than what might be learned in a social skills
group’ (p110) is how Judith Shapiro tries to articulate
her experience of Camphill, and how this complexity
engages her whole being:
I experience Camphill in ways that are not accessible
in literature. I learn about Camphill through my physi-

cal and emotional participation. I am not separate
from the research; the data takes shape within me,
rather than outside of me. It simmers, cooks, dwells
and deepens. At times I feel lonely, homesick and
out of place. At others I feel I am part of something
greater than myself. (p117)
Several writers suggest that the intense value of their
experience of Camphill is not all easy and light: there are
ambiguities, ambivalence, contradictions. A lot is being
asked of the participating observer and the policymaker.
This inner intensity of community living is, I believe,
what generates the instability or anxiety which several
contributors recognise in Camphill. Dan McKanan sees
strength in this vulnerability, which he characterises as
a ‘near-death’ experience’ (p101), in that ‘communities
sometimes need to die and be reborn before their gifts
can be fully realised’ (p84). I think it is this acceptance
or even enjoyment of a living instability which leads Nils
Christie to describe community life as ‘extraordinarily
real’. John Swinton and Aileen Falconer contribute the
only essay which gives a vivid flavour of lived experience
by including lots of direct quotations to do with people’s
individual spirituality, and how Camphill confirms a longing for ‘a place where the extraordinary was discovered
in the ordinary’. To grasp this enigma is always going to
be difficult and fascinating once you have tasted it. It may
also be irritating, and, if you don’t enter into it, baffling or
boring. It is why Camphill came into being; in order that,
as Rudolf Steiner is quoted as putting it, we challenge
the conformity that will end up driving out ‘a fragment
of genius’ (p120). Camphill is a gathering of individual
fragments of genius into a social organism in which those
fragments can become more complete as together they
create something wholesome.
In the past the boundary between the community and
the world outside it has been the most prominent one.
The most important impression I take from this book is
that the boundary between personal and professional
(or perhaps ‘public’ is a better word) values and actions
is where the crucial negotiations will take place in the
future. ‘Boundaries’ becomes, clearly, a personal as well
as an organisational dilemma. There are many pressures
towards making relationships in caring employment
more formal, limited and business-like. Camphill offers
the authentically ordinary to a world both preoccupied
with and sick of such definitions and restrictions. Can
you make a profession of being ordinary, of ‘being there’?
Social pedagogy promotes relationships between people in which this boundary becomes, in a new way, less
dominant as it becomes more alive and porous. Social
pedagogy will, I hope, be the discipline, the commitment, which will allow Camphill to be recognised, both
in the sense of understood, and also of gaining respect
by the wider society.
This book marks a much-needed step in Camphill
emerging into the bright light of public scrutiny. In so
doing, I hope we can still stay close to the everyday
encounters, contradictions and difficulties of ordinary
life in which fragments of genius can shine.
Bob has lived
in Camphill communities for most of his adult life,
helping to found Loch Arthur Community. Now in his
sixties he intends to devote more time to writing and
to his work based on the Alexander Technique.
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Camphill Bible Readings from October 2011 to September 2012
Note: The dates are Sundays

April

October 2011
2............ Matthew......................................... 22: 1–14
4....... St Francis’ Day
9............ Philippians.......................................... 4: 4–9
16............ Luke............................................... 18: 9–17
23............ Luke............................................. 18: 18–27
30............ Luke............................................... 17: 1–10

5....... Maundy Thursday... Matthew...............26: 20–46
6....... Good Friday........... Mark.................... 15: 15–39
8....... Easter Sunday........ Matthew................ 28: 1–10
15............ Luke ............................................ 24: 13–32
22............ John ............................................... 15: 1–17
29............ John ............................................... 16: 1–15

May

November
1....... All Saints Day
2....... All Souls’ Day
6............ Revelations....................................... 7: 9–17
13............ Revelations....................................... 21: 1–8
20............ Revelations..................................... 21: 9–27
27....... First Advent Sunday ......Matthew......... 25: 1–13

December
4............ Revelations ...................................... 22: 1–7
11............ Revelations .................................... 22: 8–17
18............ Luke .............................................. 1: 26–38
24....... Christmas Eve................
25....... Christmas Day............... Luke ............... 2 : 1–20

January 2012
1............ Matthew .......................................... 2: 1–15
8............ Matthew ........................................ 3: 13–17
15............ Luke ................................................ 4: 1–13
22............ Luke............................................... 4: 14–30
25....... St Paul’s Day
29............ Acts ................................................. 9: 1–22

February
2....... Candlemas
5............ Luke .............................................. 8: 16–25
12............ Luke ............................................ 11: 29–36
19............ John ................................................. 9: 1–12
22....... Ash Wednesday
26............ John ................................................. 3: 1–21

March
4............ Luke .............................................. 12: 1–12
11............ John ............................................... 7: 31–44
18............ John ............................................. 10: 11–21
25............ Matthew ....................................... 21:33–46

6............ John ............................................. 16: 17–28
13............ Matthew ....................................... 28:16–20
17....... Ascension Day....... Acts......................... 1: 1–12
20............ I Corinthians .................................. 13: 1–13
27....... Whitsun .................Acts ........................ 2: 1–12

June
3............ Philippians ....................................... 2: 1–11
7....... Corpus Christi
10............ I Corinthians .................................. 12: 4–13
17............ Luke ................................................ 1: 5–25
24....... St John’s Day ........ John......................... 1: 1–23

July
1............ Luke ................................................ 3: 7–17
8............ Luke ................................................ 7: 1–10
15............ Luke .............................................. 8: 43–48
22............ Luke ............................................ 17: 11–19
29............ Luke .............................................. 9: 18–27

August
5............ Luke .............................................. 9: 28–36
6....... Transfiguration
12............ Mark .............................................. 9: 14–29
19............ Mark .............................................. 9: 33–40
26............ John ................................................. 8: 1–11
29....... Beheading of St John

September
2............ Mark ............................................... 6:14–29
9............ John ................................................. 6: 1–15
16............ Luke .............................................. 11: 5–13
23............ Ephesians ....................................... 6: 10–17
29....... Michaelmas
30............ Revelation ..................................... 12: 1–12

Selected by Susanne Elsholtz and Anne Todman
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Self Catering Holiday House:

The White House Killin

Set within the beautiful Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park,
The White House is in an ideal location to explore the natural
beauty of Highland Perthshire, Scotland. Situated in a secluded
setting near the shores of Loch Tay, this area offers outstanding
op-portunities for touring, walking, cycling, bird watching and
canoeing.
Comprises 5 bedrooms with accommodation for up to 12
persons sharing.
contact neil@ochiltowerschool.org
for a brochure and availability

	
  
	
  
	
  

“A community to care for, celebrate and embrace the needs of
those in their elder years”

Invites resident coworkers and their children to join our
new community in beautiful rural Columbia County with proximity to Hudson, Albany and the Berkshires.
Full benefits include: Housing, complete family medical package,
Waldorf schooling, paid vacation, and the opportunity to be at the
forefront of a new paradigm in elder care in this country.
Background in Anthroposophy and Camphill preferred.

Hohepa is a therapeutic community
based on the work of Dr Rudolf Steiner

Please apply by email, along with any supporting
documentation you may feel would be of interest.

SUPPORT WORKERS, HOUSE
MANAGERS/PARENTS

Contact: Helen Wolff wolffhelen@hotmail.com

The Hohepa community is home to residents
with special needs (intellectual disability, autism
spectrum disorder), based in Hawkes Bay in
the North Island of Aotearoa New Zealand. We
recruit regularly for Support Worker and House
Manager/Parent roles. These are not 9-5 jobs:
we provide 24-hour care, 7 days per week,
and our people work shifts and unsocial hours.
Hohepa can be a very rewarding place to work,
as you journey alongside residents with special
needs and support them to achieve their goals.
To work here you must have the right to work
in New Zealand; we can offer support with the
work visa application process if required. We are
looking for a commitment of at least a year for
the Support Worker post; House Managers ideally will be with us for a number of years. House
Managers live in self-contained flats adjacent
to their workplace, and we provide hostel-style
accommodation for Support Workers.
For more information please email hr@hawk.
hohepa.org.nz – or visit our website,
www.hohepa.com
(click on Hawke’s Bay)
In The Shadow of the Sickle Moon
by Karin von Schilling
This book is about Paul, who began his life as an
exceptionally intelligent, sensitive young man with an
amazing musical gift. He was then struck by sun stroke
which developed into encephalitis, and left him without
short term memory. Paul’s story shows that life is greater
than any misfortune, and an inspiration and source of
trust to all of us.

US$12

O rd e r f ro m : w w w. c o b b l e c ra b . c o . z a

Please visit our website at http://www.camphillghent.org	
  

RUSKIN MILL EDUCATIONAL TRUST
Operates three innovative specialist colleges for
students with special learning needs. The colleges are inspired by the
work of Rudolf Steiner, John Ruskin and William Morris.
We have vacancies in each of our Colleges for

Houseparent Couples
To live in and manage a household for up to four students.
We need mature, responsible couples to create a warm, homely
environment and deliver the living skills curriculum in one of our
college households. We provide training and support and a good
package of salary and benefits. Not just a job, but a way of life.

FREEMAN
COLLEGE

GLASSHOUSE
COLLEGE

RUSKIN MILL
COLLEGE

The newest of our
colleges, based in the
centre of Sheffield and at
the Merlin Theatre site.
Fast developing activities
ranging from cutlery
making and pewter work,
to performance work and
drama.
Students live in the city in
family based households
and training flats.

Firmly based in the
glassmaking tradition
with many new
enterprises offering
students craft and land
based skills, high quality
drama and practical work
experience.
Students live in a wide
variety of residential
placements both in the
town and the surrounding
villages.

The College is based in a
beautiful Cotswold valley
with the main focus on
landwork, rural crafts and
food production.
Residential
accommodation is in
domestic scale
households in the nearby
towns and villages.

For information about positions in any of the colleges contact
Richard Rogers, Head of College — Residential, Ruskin Mill College
The Fisheries, Horsley, Glos GL6 0PL. Tel 01453 837528
e-mail: richard.rogers@rmc.rmet.org.uk
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Flower Girl, Emil Nolde

The Dove Logo of the Camphill movement is a symbol of the pure, spiritual principle which underlies the physical human form.
Uniting soon after conception with the hereditary body, it lives on unimpaired in each human individual.
It is the aim of the Camphill movement to stand for this ‘Image of the Human Being’ as expounded in Rudolf Steiner’s work,
so that contemporary knowledge of the human being may be enflamed by the power of love.
Camphill Correspondence tries to facilitate this work through free exchange within and beyond the Camphill movement.
Therefore, the Staff of Mercury, the sign of communication which binds the parts of the organism into the whole,
is combined with the Dove in the logo of Camphill Correspondence.

Editors:
Maria Mountain (Editor), 9 Robins Close, Stourbridge, West Mids, DY8 2DG, UK
Email: campcorresp@gmail.com
Deborah Ravetz (Assistant), 3 Western Road, Stourbridge, DY8 3XX, UK
Subscriptions and Adverts:
Bianca Hugel, 34 Wheeler Street, Stourbridge, DY8 1XJ, UK Tel. +44 (0)1384 375931 Email: bianca.huegel@gmail.com
Advertisements:
Suggested contribution of £25–£45 per small announcement/advert.
Cheques can be sent to Bianca (address above), made out to Camphill Correspondence.
Subscriptions:
£21.60 per annum for six issues, or £3.60 for copies or single issues.
Please make your cheque payable to Camphill Correspondence and send with your address to Bianca Hugel (address above),
or you can pay by Visa or MasterCard, stating the exact name as printed on the card, the card number, and expiry date.
Back Copies:
are available from Bianca Hugel and from Camphill Bookshop, Aberdeen
Deadlines:
Camphill Correspondence appears bi-monthly in January, March, May, July, September and November.
Deadlines for ARTICLES are: Jan 23rd, Mar 23rd, May 23rd, July 23rd, Sept 23rd and Nov 16th.
ADVERTISEMENTS and SHORT ITEMS can come up to ten days later than this.
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